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Suggested reading:
Many books make good reading about the Romanovs, as well as about Russia in the early
20th century, the outbreak of World War I, and the rise of communism, and the terrible
end of Anastasia and her family. Among my favorites are Nicholas and Alexandra, by
Robert K. Massie (New York: Atheneum, 1967), written nearly a half century ago, and
the much more recent Alix and Nicky: The Passion of the Last Tsar and Tsarina, by
Virginia Rounding (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2011). Both are clear, informative,
and engaging. I desperately wish The Romanov Sisters: The Lost Lives of the Daughters
of Nicholas and Alexandra, by Helen Rappaport (New York: Macmillan, 2014) had been
available when I was working on my own book.
The most beautiful book is surely Peter Kurth’s The Lost World of Nicholas and
Alexandra, (Boston: Little, Brown, 1995) with gorgeous photographs by Peter
Christopher. On a smaller scale, Anastasia’s Album, by Hugh Brewster (New York:
Scholastic, 1997) features many candid Romanov family photographs with an emphasis,
of course, on Anastasia.
A charming book written by Anastasia’s friend, Gleb Botkin, and illustrated with his
paintings, Lost Tales: Stories for the Tsar’s Children, (New York: Villard, 1996) is more
difficult to find but worth the search. I especially like the inclusion of a photograph of
Gleb, handsome and soulful, taken in 1917.
Naturally, multitudes of websites exist relating to the Romanovs, but one stands far above
the rest: the Alexander Time Machine, accessed through http://www.alexanderpalace.org.
There you’ll find four principal categories to explore: palace archives, personalities with
eyewitness accounts, resources, and palace tour, each offering many fascinating
subcategories.
I’ll also mention one more book: Anastasia: The Last Grand Duchess, Russia, 1914, part
of the Royal Diaries series; I wrote it fifteen years ago with younger readers in mind, and
it was recently reissued in paperback. (New York: Scholastic, 2013). In 2012, I began to
write Anastasia and Her Sisters in order to explore in greater depth the emotional life of
Anastasia, her relationships with her older sisters and younger brother and with Gleb
Botkin.

